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At Last! A THOROUGH Guide to Good Grooming   What should I look for in an excellent wedding
photographer?e program the entire wedding. Today’ Whatever your issues, you’ll look for the
answers right here—e seem consumed with stress at all times?s Instruction Manual is here now to
answer all of your most challenging questions: How do I handle feuding family members? Gone
will be the days when you can sit back and allow your fiancé How come my fiancé Thankfully,
The Groom’s grooms have countless tasks to perform, from hiring the entertainment and setting
up the rehearsal supper to buying the wedding bands and comforting hysterical family members.
courtesy of author and veteran groom Shandon Fowler.
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  Gave it to my future brother in legislation because of their bridal shower... My fiance kept asking
how he could better help me plan our wedding, and I was having trouble figuring out factors I
could have him help with. Handy resource! The point is, this book has been very useful for him to
keep track of whats going on, and even gives him the direction he needs therefore he can make
very helpful suggestions and provide great opinions. The whole first section is certainly on the
engagement, which was already over by the time we required the reserve. Quick read but
educational. Extremely Funny, and Surprisingly Informative We purchased two of the and two of
the companion book "The Bride's INSTRUCTIONS"; one set was for me personally and my fiance,
and the additional set was something special for my recently engaged friends. Engagement gift
Fun for the groom seeing that engagement gift. I'd highly recommend both that one and "The
Bride's Instruction Manual" for offering good advice with a heavy dose of humor.. WHAT AN
INCREDIBLE GIFT Buying stuff for a newly involved female is easy. I came across this gift for my
friend's fiance and I'm enthusiastic about it. We're planning our own wedding for afterwards this
season and these books are great resources. I would highly recommend this. Cute and easy gift.
This book had multiple pages about a bachelor party with boxes to choose options such as porn
and what fetish you’d like also were innapropriate drawing of strippers. Best Wedding Prep
Reserve Hands Down I had originally seen this book at a little gift shop in Faneuil Hall in
downtown Boston and I stayed in the store reading it long more than enough to get a variety of
nasty looks from the lady at the counter. Instead of pay the jacked-up tourist trap price to buy the
book I found Amazon and saved almost 75%.This book is an instant read and despite some
hokey graphics and charts it does provide valuable information on all topics from choosing the
ring to asking her father's permission to wedding night sex. I bought both the bride's edition and
the groom's edition for us to use.The groom loved it.! I love these books! This is especially helpful
for me as I had not been to a marriage rehearsal prior to my very own wedding and I was the to
begin my close friends to get engaged therefore i didn't have any goals/knowledge of what to
expect. Brings plenty of humor to a demanding amount of time in a couple's existence. They’re
humorous and still FULL of helpful information... there are colorful graphics and use of color
throughout to keep your attention. I could barely find out what I'm supposed to handle! Fiancé
loved it. Bought for my fiancé since a gift directly after we got involved. Cute little book,
humorous and filled with information, going from selecting the band to the actual wedding day. It
adds some funny humor to the whole thing (it gives suggestions of what to do if your girlfriend
says no.... But general its a fun book for my long term hubby to keep monitor and help you with
the look of our wedding ceremony, and he actually uses it! Surprisingly awesome This was WAY
more informative, comprehensive, and awesome than I thought it was going to be. I must say i
does contain ACTUAL assistance and usable info. I thought it was just going to be some neat but
fun light hearted recommendations, but there is a TON of details in it.Fiance really wants this
book. Large hit! Perfect little gift for a Groom! Excellent little book!Was purchased mainly
because something special for an engagement party.Buy this reserve for yourself and get the
bride instruction manual for your wife and go through them both to gain valulable knowledge and
to earn some brownie points for when she ultimately yells at you for not caring more than
enough about the font color in the placecards..some of the ideas included were like knife her
tires, throw ring in lake lol). After all, what few stressing over a wedding couldn't use a little
laughter to lighten it up? Gift Gift Awful Bachelor Party Pages My fiancé and I've agreed that a
usual bachelor party would be cheating and we have been going against it.If you are looking for
something this is a perfect gift. Poor Quality The cover of the book was peeling! That is a handy
resource for the DIY couple!! Poor quality! NA Son law got to browse about what was heading to



happen before the wedding.plenty of great tips along with many humorous ones. Didn't have
modification to read a lot of the material but what I did read was brilliant. A perfect tongue-in-
cheek guidebook for the man in the relationship prep situation. This book also “recommended”
you don’t not have a typical night with your close friends for your bachelor party which my
finance felt was encouraging people to cheat A Chuckle Saves your day! He might normally be
lost in the hustle/bustle of wedding ? planning. So much concentrate is on the bride. Ideal for
engaged couples I sent this (and the bride-to-be one particular) to my recently engaged friends.
They are reading them like crazy! I like that it is not printed in all dark and white. I bought them
just for the silliness, but once I got flipping through it I was surprised by how good the
information actually is.
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